
The Zombie Rampage 2
By William ,Caden,Mrs Hudson and a little help from Meda and Cloe

Zombie’s Revenge!!!!!!



Chapter 1 - The Forgotten Student
Several days after the cleanup of Sandhill school,everybody came back 
safely.All of the children were still nervous about the mysterious situation 
and gossiped about it in the morning break time.Mrs Crummack  was 
back to her busy days and was kneeling down to have a look in her 
special cupboard when she heard a strange  popping sound coming from 
somewhere inside.Bravely, Mrs Crummack proceeded to investigate and 
saw something peeking out from behind the box of  fidgets.It was very 
dark so it took a long time for her eyes to adjust.



Chapter 2-The Discovery

Mrs Crummack stepped further into the cupboard and realised there was 
a child, right at the back, crouching with a poppet.Mrs Crummack found 
that it was Brooke and she saw tears falling down her face.Mrs 
Crummack kneeled down and began to talk calmly to Brooke because she 
wanted to help her.  Suddenly, the scared child, struck at her. Quickly, 
Mrs Crummack tried to restrain her and called out for help just as Mrs 
Perceval was walking past the open classroom door. “What on earth is 
going on in there. What is all that racket!” cried Mrs Perceval as she 
opened the classroom door.



Chapter 3- The Uprising 
Mrs Perceval cautiously enters the room just as someone screamed out in pain 
and witnesses a horrific attack.As Mrs Crummack was holding her face in 
agony, Mrs Perceval made a grab for Brooke but unfortunately she slipped out of 
the hold and got away.Brooke, in her vicious state, stormed into Mrs Burgan’s 
classroom, which was full of children and lashed out at Ellie and Rezana while 
making her escape into the intervention room, which was fortunately empty at 
the time.With no distractions, the demented Brooke charged out into the library 
straight into the disabled toilet. While she was looking sassily in the mirror, she 
didn’t notice Mrs Bray, who quickly locked the door.Meanwhile, the recently 
infected in KS2 commenced a rampage of their own.



Chapter 4- The War 
The whole of KS2 quickly became utter mayhem.The children were  
banging against the doors and the window panels while others had their 
disgusting  purple faces squished against the glass as they tried getting 
in the room.Mr Lowry hastily made a critical call to Mr Snaith requesting 
his urgent help, whilst Mrs Perceval tried her best to distract the 
frightened children with a writing task.

Down in the disabled toilet, Brooke was trying her best to get out of the 
locked toilet but her banging and screaming was not heard as the noise 
from the top end of school was so loud. 



Chapter 5- The Saviours
In response to the phone call from Mr Lowry, Mr snaith quickly secured 
his classroom by locking the door. Moments later, he sped to the medical 
cabinet for the antidote, which had been left there for protection by Mr 
Brookes.Mr Snaith acquired the antidote,  frantically ran to the schools 
main water supply and emptied  the antidote into it.He then immediately 
got out his phone and  made a phone call to Mr Lowry instructing him to 
set a small fire with anything he could find in order to set off the 
sprinklers.Mr Lowry looked everywhere to find something but nothing 
came to him.Out of nowhere,Mrs Perceval explained to the class “Hand 
in your pieces of paper so Mr Lowry and I can use them  to set a fire and 
trigger the sprinkler system.”



Chapter 6-The final ending

Once Mrs Perceval got the paper, she handed it to Mr Lowry, who quickly 
ran to his stockroom cupboard to get the lighter that he used to light the 
candles on Mrs Elvidge’s birthday cake. When he had got it,he began to 
light a small fire. Instantly, the sprinklers sprung into action.The entire 
school was sprayed with the antidote making everyone safe and protected 
again.All thanks to Mr Lowry and Mr Snaiths quick thinking and Mrs 
Perceval’s commanding tone, which made everyone jump into action. 
Sandhill was safe again!



The End!!
(Finally it is over!)
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